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Abstract
This thesis discusses securw issues related to multidatabase system and proposes a
prototype secure software architecture design. The motivations behind developing the
architecture design are to provide multilevel security, resolve the cascade problem,
and develop the security architecture according ta tnisted cornputer standard
evaluation criteria by US Department of Defense (DoD). The main goals in the design
are illustrated by means of a multilevel security model, data protection concepts, and
solving the cascade problem. The major contribution of this thesis is the development
of mechanisms that provides a transparent security architecture for multidatabase
systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There have been several important paradigms for distributed computing in recent
years. Progress in communication and database technologies have drastically changed
user data processing capabilities. The need for the integration of data from
heterogeneous and physically distributed information sources has triggered research

and development in the area of multidatabase systems (MDBS). A multidatabase [2]
or federated database system [37] d o w s users to access data located in multiple
autonomous and possibly heterogeneous local databases (LDBS). Local transactions
(confined to a single database) are submitted directly to the LDBS, while the global
transactions (not confined to a single database) are channeled through the MDBS
interface.

1.1 Motivations
Although the increasing widespread use of both centralized and distributed databases
have proven necessary to support business functions, they also pose serious problems
for data security. h fact, a security breach in a multidatabase environment not only
affects a single user or application but also the whoIe information system f311.
Therefore, in multidatabase information systems, secure architecture design is
essential to assure both system availability and reliability. Research on secure
architecture design has been an ongoing process for several decades 1341. The key
features of this p s t work are typified by their important pieces of work.

Thuraisingharn and Ford [4 1f developed an approach for security constraint
processing (security constraints are used to assign security leveis to the data based on
content, context, and time) in a multilevel secure distributed database management
system. They used security constraints as an effective classification policy and handle
the constraints during query processing, database updates, as well as database designThey also described an integrated architecture that shows the interactions between the
query constraint processor, the update constraint processor, and the database design
tool.

Qian and Lunt 1431 developed a semantic framework of the multilevel secure
relational mode1 with tuple-level labeling, which formalizes the notion of validity in
multilevel relationai databases. They also provided the semantics for the multilevel
secure relationai mode1 that preserves both integrity and secrecy.

Sandhu [40] provided a basic architectures for multilevel security database
management systems, and showed how the nature of a distributed multilevel security
database system is influenced by the nature of the network and distributed system
architecture on top of which it is built.

1.2 Objective of the Study
The main objective of the thesis is to provide additional security to a MDBS. To
provide secunty in multidatabase systems, researchers have relied on a security mode1

called multilevel security (MU) [40]. In a multilevel secure database management
system, users cleared at different security levels, access and share a database
consisting of data at different sensitivity levels. An approach to assigning sensitivity
levels (also cailed security levek) to data is one that utilizes security constraints or
classification rules. Security constraints provide an effective classification policy.
They c m be used to assign security Ievels to the data based on content, context, and
tirne. Such constraints are usefd for describing muitilevel applications.

The complexity of the design and the implementation of a secure rnultidatabase
system depends on several factors, such as the heterogeneity of systems, the
distributed environment, multilevel security, and the difficulties in modeling,
specifying and verifying data security. Secure database management systems
(DBMS) operate in one of two possible modes [34]: lhe high mode or the multilevel

mode. In high mode, al1 the users are cleared to the highest security ievel. A system
administrator (human guard) is responsible for reviewing the user's query before the
user is granted permission to access the database. This approach allows users to use
existing DBMS technologies without changes, but generates additional costs because
of the clearance procedure and the need to rnanually review data [4]. This approach is
mostly used in secure database systems like the Top Secret Worldwide Military
Command and Control System (WWMCCS) [25], which operates in high mode.

The multilevel mode

allows information with different sensitivities (i.e.,

classification} to be simultaneously stored and processed in an information system

with users having different security clearances and authorizations. It permits different
type of architectures, based on the use of both tmsted and untnisted DBMSs [IO].
Multilevel architectures are suitable for different purposes based on charactenstics

and the requirements of the target application domain. For example, the kernelized
architecture I l ] fits environments requïring single-level tables because it is easily
implemented and very economical. For environments characterized by a DBMS that
requires "label flexibility" (i.e., the security label can be physicaily or logically
attached to the data.) and a high degree of integration between the DBMS and the
underlying operating system (OS), the integrity lock architecture should be utilized.
The Trusted Subject Architecture [IO] is suitable for application domains where a
tmsted path can be assured nom applications to the DBMS.

For the purpose of this thesis, the kernelized architecture is used as the reference
model. The kemelized architecture is ideal because it satisfies the three important
components of security, narnely, secrecy @y implernenting the Bell-LaPadula model
[IO]), integrity (secure concurrency control protocol must guarantee senalizability
[IO]) and availability (secure concurrency control protocol should not cause
starvation [IO]). These three important aspects are also part of the U.S Department of
Defense evaluation critena for a secure system [10].

1.3 Contribution
This thesis proposes a new secure software architecture (SSA) for the multidatabase
environment. This secure software architecture addresses problems that arise due to

the distributed environment, such as the need for authorization controls and multilevel
security.

The main contributions of this thesis are:
Provides a simple, secure, and transparent architecture that can be implemented on
top of existing multidatabase systems
Presents a new approach to provide multilevel security on top of a relationai
multidatabase systern.
Provide solution to the cascade problem, which exists when a user can take
advantage of neîwork connections to compromise information across a range of
secunty levels that is greater than the user's secunty level [23].
The architecture design is simulated and tested with the help of security components
providing the interface to the multidatabase system-

The security architecture modei proposed in this thesis uses the criteria defined by the
US Department of Defense [15] as a reference for both the development and
evaluation of the new secure software architecture. These criteria will be discussed in
later chapters and will be used as a benchmark to evduate Our architecture.

The architecture proposed in this thesis consists of four major secunty components,
which are interfaced with the multidatabase system to provide multilevel security and
solve the cascade problem. The four secunty components are Global Security
Adrninistrator, Local Secunty Admhistrator, Global Data Catalog, and Local Data
Catalog.

Their details are discussed in Chapter 3.

The architectural design is

simulated using a hornogeneous relational data model with the four major security
components providing the interface to the multidatabase, data filtration, and user-data
level security functions. Different SQL query transactions were performed on the
relational database system with varying user and data security levels to test the
system. In addition, the system administrator is provided with systern tools to create
user profiles in the database that store information about the user securïty level,
access pnvileges and security policy for the database.

1.4 Limitation
The S S A does pose some limitations. While developing the SSA, more ernphasis is
put on the security of the database and the cascade problem so efficiency and
accessibility of the system are sacrificed. The relational database systern (InstantDB)
used in developing the SSA has its own limitations. Some of the functions that are
missing in the system, such as outer joins, database views, multiple user names or
privileges, GROUP BY and HAVING. Further, there are no boolean data types.
Although efficiency and performance are very critical to real-world application the
focus here is in understanding the core issues of MDB security. The performance
issues can be addressed once a thorough understanding of how to build a secure MDB
environments is established.

1.5 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview of
related research and different multidatabase system architectures. The new secure

software architecture design for a rnultidatabase system is proposed in Chapter 3 and
the implementation details are provided with examples in Chapter 4. Chapter 5
contains concluding remarks and suggestions for future directions on the secure
software architecture both at the implementation and design stage.

Chapter 2
Related Research
This chapter gives a brief introduction to multidatabase system, including the
d e f ~ t i o n characteristics,
,
and secuifty features that relate to the current research. It
offers a cornparison of different MDBS architectures and their secunty approaches.

2.1 Multidatabase System Architectures
A multidatabase system is a facility that supports global applications accessing data

stored in multiple databases. It is ass.urned that access to these databases is controlled
by autonomous and possibly heterogeneous Local Database Systems (LDBSs). The

MDBS architecture (Figure 2.1) ailows local and global transactions to coexist. Local
transactions are submitted directly to a single LDBS whereas the multidatabase
(global) transactions are channeled k o u g h the MDBS interface 1211.

LDBS

pzq

J*

Figure 2.1
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Multidatabase System

A multidatabase system acts as a front-end to multiple local DBMSs or is structured

as a global system layer on top o f local DBMSs. The global system gives fuil
database functionality and interacts with local DBMSs at their external user interface.

Although each local node must maintain some global functions to interact with the
global system, the local DBMSs are autonomous 1211. The global system provides
some means (global schema or multidatabase language) of resolving differences in
data representation and functionality between local DBMSs. This resolution
capability is necessary because the same information rnay be maintained at muItiple
locations in different forms. Thus, users can access information from multiple sources
with a single query.

Characteristics
The foliowing aspects characterize a multidatabase system [32,2].
Autonomy: An essential characteristic of the rnultidatabase is that the local DBMSs

remain autonomous; that is they retain full control over local data and processing.
Each local DBMS independently determines what information it will share with the
global system, what global requests it wiu service, when it will join the
multidatabase. and when it will stop paaicipating in it. Local autonomy is a virtue of
the multidatabase because it allows global access to be added to existing DBMSs with
minimal impact on local processing.

Heterogeneify: Data models, query languages, and processing methods rnay differ

among multiple DBMSs. An enterprise rnay have multiple DBMSs. Different
organizations within the enterprise rnay have different requirements and rnay select
different DBMSs. Database management systems purchased over a period of time

rnay be different due to changes in technology. Heterogeneity due to differences in
DBMSs result from differences in data rnodels. In addition, heterogeneity due to
differences in data representations can result from name differences, format
differences, structure differences, abstraction differences, and missing or conflicting
data.

Distribution: Data may be distributed among multiple databases. These databases

may be stored on a single computer system or on multiple computer systems, colocated or geographically distributed but intercomected by a communication system.
Multiple copies of some or al1 of the data may be maintained. However, distribution
may not always be a necessary condition to justiQ an application of a MDBS.

Logical correlation: Logical correlation implies the existence of a common logical

data mode1 with its corresponding data language. Since many different data models
already exist, corresponding to the various centralized databases accessible in the
redm of a multidatabase system, the necessary mappings between those data rnodels
and the common data mode1 of a multidatabase system must be provided.

Global concurrency control: Concurrency control is the coordination of concurrent

processes that operate on shared data and may potentially interact with each other.
Centralized DBMSs typically use a lock on a data item to indicate one process is
updating the value and other processes must wait until the update completes before
the new value can be applied. Multidatabase transactions will typically involve
multiple, separate local DBMSs and several layers of data/query transactions. More
importantly, locai DBMSs have site autonomy so global control does not include
control of the actual data items.

Global queryprocessing: The basics of global query processing are consistent

across most multidatabases. A user ernploys the global schema to subrnit a global
query, or in the case of a multidatabase language, the query itself contains aU the
information necessary for retneving local data. The query is decomposed into a set of
subqueries, one for each local DBMS that will be involved in the query execution.

The query optirnizer creates an access strategy that specifes which local DBMSs are
to be involved, what each will do, how to combine the intermediate results, and where
global processing will occur. FinaUy, in global execution process queries may be
translated several t h e s as they travel through the various system layers before being
executed.

2.2 Different Multidatabase System Architectures
Several MDBS architectures have been proposed in the literature. In the folIowing
discussion these architectures are considered. There are two types of multidatabase
modeis reported in the literatures: global conceptual schema architectures and nonglobal conceptual schema architectures.

Figure 2.2 MDBS Architecture with GCS

2.2.1 The Global Concephial Schema Architectures
Architectures using global conceptual schema (GCS) integrates either the local
conceptual schemas or a set of local external schemas. The GCS is constmcted using
a bottom up technique and if heterogeneity exists in the MDBS system, a canonical

data mode1 must be defined for the GCS 1321 (see Figure 2.2).

After the GCS has been designed, global users c m create globai views. Once 2gain
the global external schema and GCS need not use the same data model and language.
There are different architectures available in the literature based on the above model.
We will discuss a representative sample below,

IMDAS
The Integrated Manufacturing Database Administration System (IMDAS) has been
developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology [42]. IMDAS
supports only relational databases rneant for manufacturing systems. The computing
environment consists of a network of heterogeneous component systems acquired
iÎom various vendors. The system design envisages that the integrated databases
contain ali data needed for user access. In addition, this database should serve as a
medium through which the component systems communkate with one another.

MDAS provides locai autonomy, which is essential in a manufacturing environment
because the control and data systems must provide for the independent testing and
modular integration of new equipment and control software.

The schema

architecture of IMDAS contains four layers as show in Figure 2.3.

At the bottom Ievel of the IMDAS are the data repositories such as commercial
DBMSs. These DBMSs are logicdly clustered into groups. The interface between
DBMSs of each group and the rest of the IMDAS is provided by the Basic Data
Administration System (BDAS). With the use of a dictionary describing the
distribution of data at subordinate BDAS, the Distributive Data Administration
System (DDAS) takes responsibility for al1 such hosts and their corresponding data.

To resolve conflicts between various DDAS, a single system is designated as the
Master DAS (MDAS). To provide a uniform interface to the integrated database a

common global data model cailed the Semantic Association Mode1 (SAM*) is used.
Database requests are made using a common global data manipulation language

(DML). When data ïncompatibilities and semantic mismatches arise, -AS
perfonns conversions and maintains relationships between dependent relations and
parent relations by using the Global Schema. IMDAS has an onIine SAM*

I

BDAS

BOAS
CS

BDAS
CS

Figure 2.3 lMDAS Architecture

Dictionary utilities for defining Global Schema, Views, Site capabilities,
Fragmentation, and Partitioning.

A query on the Global Extemal View is modified and converted to queries on the

Global Schema If Global Schema manager (DDAS) cannot process the query, it is
passed to the Master Schema Manager (MDAS) for further processing; otherwise, it

is translated into queries on local schemas,

PRECI
Prototype of a Relational Canonical Interface (PRECI) [14] is a prototype MDBS
developed at the University of Keele (UK). Local data models supported by PRECI
support any local model via a relational algebra interface. The schema architecture of

PRECI is as shown in Figure 2.4. One peculiar aspect of PRECI is its support for two

varieties of nodes: imer nodes and outer nodes. Inner nodes provide the best avaiIable
service to global users through global database schema and globd extemal schema,

and also facilities like location transparency and replication transparency. These
facilities are not available for data at outer nodes because only data from inner nodes
can participate in the global schema. The lowest Iayer NES represents the nodal
external schema that can be used by the local user. Each nodal DBMS must support at
least a minimal subset of PRECI Algebraic Language (PAL), viz., selection,
projection, join, division, union, and difference. The Participation Schema (PS)
describes the nodal data dong with various authorization controls. Each participation
schema has a version number, which is updated each tirne the PS is changed.

Figure 2.4 Schema Architecture for PRECI

The knowledge required to resolve data inconsistencies and the details of replication
of data are stored in a separate database called the Subsidiary Database (SDB), which
is managed by the SDBMS (Subsidiary Database Management System) under the
control of the DDBMS at each node.

The Global Database Schema (GDS) is formed by the PS of the inner nodes. The
GDS supports the integration of data and metadata stored in the SDB. The GDS itself

does not provide an integrated view. Instead, di conversion forrnulae and other
relevant information are stored, The desired integration is carried out at the Global
Extemai Schema (GES).

2.2.2 Architecture without a Global Conceptual Schema
Let us consider MDBS architectures without a GCS. In the MDBS architecture
shown in Figure 2.5, there are only two layers: the local system layer and the
multidatabase system layer.

The local system layer consists of a number of DBMSs, which present to the

multidatabase layer the part of their local database they are willing to share with users
of other databases. This shared data is presented either as the actual local conceptual
schema or as a local external schema definition. Figure 2.5 shows these as a
collection of local conceptual schemas.

Mutidatabase

ES1

ES

-----------

ES

-.---LCS

S..

S..

LCS

Local System

Figure 2.5 MDBS Architecture without a GCS

In case of heterogeneity, each of these schemas may use a different data model.
Above this layer, externai views are constructed where each view may be defined on
one local conceptual schema or on multiple conceptuai schemas. Thus the
responsibility of providing accesses to multiple (and possibly heterogeneous)
databases is delegated to the mapping between the externai schemas and the local
conceptual schemas. In practice, access to multiple databases is provided by means of

a powerful language in which user applications are written. Let us consider some
systems that do not use a GCS.

MRDSM
Multics Relational Data Store Multibase (MRDSM) [30] was developed by INRIA
(France) to support multiple databases designed using the Multics Relationai Data
Store (MRDS) reIational database management system of HoneyweU.

Heterogeneity is dealt with at the semantic Ievel by providing uniform access to al1
databases implernented with the same DBMS. The global query language, MDSL, is

an extended version of DSL, which is the data manipulation Ianguage of MRDS. The
is shown in Figure 2.6. Note that the global schema

schema architecture of =SM

does not exist in MRDSM. Users can create conceptual schema known as

multischema with elements from local database schemas dong with one or more
dependency schemas to handle interdatabase dependencies. The elements of
multischema created by the user are: (i) one or more dependency schema, or (ii)
explicit enurneration of local databases to compose a multidatabase.

I

(Created by USER)

Figure 2.6 Schema Architecture for MRDSM
A query on multischema is decomposed into queries on local databases after removing

interdata dependencies that cannot be handled locally. Subsequently, a working DB is
created to collect data from different DBs. The coilection process is optimized by
perforrning projection and selection operations on source DBs. Finally, queries are
generated on the working DB to combine data.

DB2 DataJoiner
DB2 DataJoiner is IBM's strategic offering to enable transparent, consistent, singlecommand access to heterogeneous multi-vendor data sources [12].

It enables users to join data from disparate databases through a single SQL statement
and a single interface, hiding the various database differences from the user and the

user's appIication. The user does not even have to know where the data resides. DB2
Datdoiner provides point-to-many points access to several remote data sources at the
same time.

DE2 Data Joiner
(AIX or Windows NT)

1

(

Figure 2.7

1 1

1 1 ( E1 1

Microsoft SQI Server
( w i n i o r s NT)

1

0 8 2 DataJointer and Its Supported Clients and Data

Figure 2.7 illustrates a multidatabase semer configuration where DB2 DataJoiner can
access data stored in Oracle, DB2, Microsoft SQL Server, and Sybase files. In
addition to the DOS, Windows and OS/2 clients shown, DB2 Datdoiner also
supports Macintosh and various Unix clients.

A key to DB2 Datdoiner's efficiency is its use of global opthkation technology for
efficiently performing heterogeneous quenes. DB2 Datdoiner masks the differences

in various vendor dialects of SQL and manages the complexity of establishing
connections to different data sources, translating requests into the native interfaces of
these data sources, coping with differences in data types, and detennining an efficient
data access strategy to satisQ the request- DB2 Datdoiner aiso provides for
sophisticated operations such as transparent, distributed joins and unions of data frorn
multiple sources.

2.3 Security in Multidatabase Systems
A rnultidatabase system integrates distributed, (possibly) heterogeneous databases

whiie preserving their autonomy. The integration is often a compromise between the
users explicitly interfacing with several databases and their desire to access
distributed data through a single, global interface. A MDBS provides users with the
capabiiity to retrieve data located at different sites and/or companies and to integrate
this data witbin a global view as transparently as possible.

Although there is significant advantage to interoperability, the need to protect the
privacy of local databases and their local users increases dramatically. Most of the
mechanisms ensuring pnvacy and security requirements add new functionahy to the
local systems. Some of the important security issues for a MDBS are described
below.

Iden ttjkation und Authen tication

The MDMS may wish to authenticate the local sites to which a comection for global
users is requested. In tum, each local site may wish to authenticate the MDBS site to
which it should offer its local data,

Authorization and Access Controls

Data granularity (e-g. users, roies, etc.), access types, and database objects rnay be
heterogeneous or homogeneous arnong the LDBSs of a mutidatabase system. A

MDBS has to provide the level of granularity that d o w s suitable identification at
various local systems. A powerful security mode1 must provide the MDBS with a
global security policy that c m tolerate local security policies.

Integrity and Consistency Constraints

The data mode1 of the MDBS has to provide the means to specify multi-site integrity
and consistency constraints because the data offered by the multidatabase may be
scattered over various local sites.

Audit

Secunty auditing, like identification and authentication, has to be performed at the
multidatabase site as well as at the various local sites. Additional audit records have
to be generated if control passes from the global layer of the multidatabase to a
particular LDBS at the local layer.

Development Reliability
The MDBS is a distributed system, so testing the system security will require

techniques that are tolerant to a typical network environment such as site loses or
network partitioning-

Data Encryption

The MDBS may use multiple encryption techniques so the system must ultimately be
designed to handle any number of different encryption protocols. Clearly this wiU
require a combination of industrial standards and peer-to-peer communication
protocols

such

as

International

Standards Organization /

Open

Systems

Interconnection mode1 (ISO-OSI).

2.4 Cascade Problem
The U.S. Department of Defense's evaiuation criteria for a secure system includes
three main categories: securiry policy, accountability, and assurance that are
described below. In case of security policy both discretionary access control @AC)
and mandatory access control (MAC) in addition to a label mechanisrn [Il] are
required. With DAC, subjects (users or groups of users) can protect their own objects
and can grant or deny access permissions to other subjects. In DAC, subjects can
readlwrite objects for which they have the required clearance. MAC operates using
security labels that are assigned to both subjects (security clearances) and objects
(security classification). Security labels spec-

a hierarchical classification and a set

of non-hierarchical categories that together state the clearance of the subject and the

level of sensitivity of the information stored in the object. According to MAC,
subjects can read objects at the sarne or lower classification, but can write objects at
the same or higher classification. Unfortunately, MAC raises a security issue cailed

the cascade problem [23]. The cascade vulnerability problem occurs when
independent mutually recognized secure systems are intercomected by a secure
channe1 to create a distributed system. Although both systems are secure the
connection is not assumed to be safe. "A cascading problem exists when a penetrator
cm take advantage of network connections to compromise information across a range

of security levels that is greater than the accreditation range of any of the cornponents
systems s/he must defeat to do so" [23].

As a typical example of the cascade problem, let us consider two systems, as shown
in Figure 2.8. Host A is accredited for TS-Top secret and S-Secret level information

and all users are cleared to at feast the Secret-level, Host B is accredited for Secret
and Confidentid-level and al1 users are cleared to at least the Confidentid-level;
finally, there exists a link at the Secret level between the two systems. While the risk

of compromise in each of these systems is small enough to justim their use with two
levels of information, the system as a whole has three levels of information. This
increases the potential h m that an adversary could cause, because the adversary
could downgrade Top-Secret information in Host A to Secret-level, send it to Host B
through a secure channel and further downgraded the information to Confidentidlevel. The fact that the adversary downgrades the security level is the real problem,
but in case of multidatabase systems the network connection between the databases
increases the potentid harm shehe can cause.

:

Min. user clearance = C

Figure 2.8 The Cascading Problem [6]

In a multidatabase system with a multilevel security rnodel, the adversary has to
defeat the protection mechanisms of both Host A and Host B because he has to defeat
only two security levels Secret and Top-Secret or Secret and Confidentid (oniy 2
levels). But that is an easier job t h n defeating the protection mechanisms of a single
systern tmsted to protect the whwle range from Top-Secret to Confidentid level (4 o r
more security levels). The network connection h a , in essence, created a Tristed
Computing Base (TCB) [l l] with users cleared to at least the Confidentid level with
data on it at the Top-Secret level. The tmsted computing base is the part of the system
that is responsible for enforcing tlhe information secunty policies of the system. AI1 of
the cornputer's hardware is included in the TCB but the systern administration should
be concerned primarily with the software components of the TCB [II]. In this way
the network connection has invalidated the risk analysis that accredited the two
systems. In addition to this, secunty risk is further enhanced by the large amount of
data that is available for the adwersary to downgrade because multidatabase system
consists of many databases inteoconnected to one another through network so the
potential damage is more. Because of the above two factors such a system must have
a more secure architecture. Hemce, multidatabase systems are vulnerable to the
cascade problem.

The accountability issue includes the features of identification/authentication, audit,
and trusted path.

In the assurance issues, system must contain reliable hardware/software/fimware
cornponents that c m be evaluatced separately to ensure the systern can meet the
requirements of the previously listed categones. The assurance requirernent can be
partitioned into two further categojrïes related to operation reliability and development
reliability. Operation reliability dieals with reliabiiity during system operation, with

the purpose of assuring tmsted execution of secunty features and development
reliability concerns with systern reliability during the development process.

2.5 Security Architectures and Models Review
Zn this section, we wiU review five different security architectures and models that are
considered while designhg the secure software architecture. These security
architectures and models describe in this section provides necessary groundwork for
developing a secure systern.

2.5.1 Security Architecture of IRO-DB
Gardarin, et al. [22] descnbe a security architecture of the NO-DB (Interoperable
Relational and Object-Oriented Databases) database federation, which is a system
supporting interoperable access between relational and object-oriented databases-

IRO-DB uses a three layered architecture having a local, communication, and an
interoperable layer. A common object-oriented data model is used and has been
extended to provide interoperability among relational and object-onented databases.
A security model is developed that can be characterized as federated, administrative,

discretionary access controls (FADAC) with the following attributes:

Discretionary means that the creator of the object owns each database object.
Owners have unrestricted access to their objects but, contrary to other discretionary
policies, have no right to delegate access to others.

Administrative determines that the delegation of authorizations is under the control
of administrative authorities. The authors used role-based access controls requïring
users to play different roles to access different objects. Some of the roles have
administrative rights for granting authorizations.

Federated requires a mapping between local and global security concepts. Each
local database makes its local security concepts appear to be compliant to FADAC.
Powerfil access control rnechanisms are provided including positive, negative, and
irnplied authorizations with the a h to ensure consistency between global and local
authorization States. This approach allows the definition of global subjects (users and
roles) that represent a mapping between a number of local subjects, one for each
component database (CDBS). A global user may then choose among a set of global
roles so requests c m be issued against the federated database. Each request must
satisQ the global security poiicy (checking for the global subject at the interoperable
Iayer) and must not violate any of the local security policies by checking for the
corresponding local subjects at the local layer where each of the engaged CDBSs are
accessed.

This architecture ensures the privacy needs of the local systern because it pemits
specification of the roles and the users visibility to the federation. Furthemore, it
guarantees the security policies at each site participating in the federation and allows
additional restrictions at the federation sites to govern unauthorized aggregation and
iderence from the local data.

2.5.2 The Jajodia and Sandu Mode1
Jajodia and Sandhu [25] proposed a model for the application of mandatory policies
in relational database systems. The model extends the standard relational mode1 of
security classifications and provides a formalization of such an extended model. The
model is based on the security classifications introduced in the Bell-LaPadula model
[ 111. They considered two requirements: entity integrity and update semantics.

In classical relational theory the essential constraints have been identified as entity
integrity and referential integrity. Jajodia and Sandhu 1251 generalizes the usud
entity integrity requirement to a multilevel context.

They also discussed the

importance of "relation updates" to achieve secrecy of information in multilevel
systems.

2.5.3 Secure Systern Software Grchitecture
Mark et ai. [31] proposed a new approach to secure system design for an open

architecture standard. The approach was iilustrated by rneans of the X/Open
distributed transaction processing (DTP) reference architecture. The X/Open DTP
reference architecture aiiows multiple application prograrns to share heterogeneous
resources provided by multiple resource managers and allows their work to be
coordinated into global transactions. A fomal approach to secure architectures is
proposed that involve tbree steps:

Fonnalization of the system architecture in terrns of common architectural
abstractions.
Refinement of the systern architecture into specialized architectures, each suitable
for implementation under different assumptions about the security of the system
components.
Provides proof that every implementation that conforms to the system architecture,
or one of its specialization, satisfies the intended security policy

The new approach was illustrated by presenting excerpts fÏom their formalization of a
secure version of the m p e n DTP standard called SDTP. Tt consists mostly of
structural information involving component interfaces and the connections among
them. An important contribution of this work was modeling of a system in terms of

multiple secure architectures that are related by forma1 mappings.

2.5.4 Transaction Processing in Multilevel Secure Databases with

Kernelized Architecture
Atluri, Jajodia and Bertino [ l ] identified the challenges posed by multilevel security
on transaction processing. They discussed how the three components of secunty,
namely, secrecy, integrïty, and availability, itnpose restrictions on database
concurrency control.

Secrecy Requirement -- A secure concurrency control protocol must be free of
signaling channels, a type of illegal information flow channels that can be used by
malicious transaction to leak sensitive information.
r

Integrity Requirement -- A secure concurrency control protocol must guarantee

serializability. This means that the effect of concurrent execution of transactions is
equivalent to that of the transaction executed serially.
Availability Requirement

-- A secure concurrency control protocol must not cause

starvation.

They also provided solutions to secure readerdwriters problem that employ optimistic
concurrency control techniques, "Secure Lock-Based Protocols" and "Secure
Timestarnp-Based Protocols". The advantages and disadvantages of the techniques
with respect to transaction processing in rnultilevel secure databases is also ouùined.

2.5.5 Encryption Model
The Encryption Model was proposed by the U.S Department of Defense U.S under
the multilevel secunty program to promote the development and implementation of
multilevel security solutions for information systems [15]. The goal of the program is

to develop, acquire, and deploy solutions and technologies that WU d o w the
department of defense to meet operational requirements for multilevel security in its
automated information systems.

The Encryption Mode1 uses different encryption schemes to encrypt each record in a
table and a different key for each field. This features helps in preventing users from
accessing data that is not accessible to them and if a user who accidentdy receives
sensitive data cannot interpret the data.

2.6 Comparison of Different Security Approaches
The foregoing discussion of secure architecture design shows several different
approaches: kemeiized architecture (partitioning architecture), replicated architecture,
and the encryption model.

The kernelized architecture partitions a multilevel database into single-leve! databases
whereby data at each security level is stored separately. This architecture is also
called a parîiîioning architecture [l]. It uses a separate DBMS for each security level
to manage data at or beIow that level. The tnisted front end ensures that the users'
queries are subniitted to the DBMS with the same security ievel as that of the user,
while the trusted back end ensures that a DBMS at a specific security ievel accesses
data without violating the mandatory security policy. The cnisted front end is an
interface through which ail the user secunty is verified. The trusted back end is an
interface through which al1 the data secunty is verified.

The kemelized architecture imposes some additional inefficiency on sorne basic
advantages of databases, such as elimination of redundancy and improving data
accuracy. It also does not address the problem of high-level user who needs to access

some low-level secure data that must be combined with high-level secure data,
Processing of a user's query accessing data from multiple security levels involves
expensive joins that may degrade performance because the different levels of data are
stored separately. On the other hand, since the kemelized architecture has separate
DBMSs for each security level, concurrency control schedulers can be separate for
each Ievel. Therefore, the scheduler can be irnplemented with untrusted code and
need not be part of the tnisted computer base (TCB).

The replicated architecture stores data from each security level in separate containers.
In addition to the data at that Ievel, copies of data at ail lower levels are also
maintained at each level. This architecture also uses a separate DBMS to manage
data at each security level. Thus, if a high level transaction wishes to read data from
a low level, it will be given the replica of the low-level data maintained by this high
level container. As a result, this architecture is impractical for a large number of
security levels.

On the other hand, the replication overcomes the object-

materialization performance problem in other architectures. Data that is apparently
(to the user) multilevel is physically stored together as a single-level object in a
single-level database system and does not need to be materialized [29].

The critical difficulty with the replicated approach is correct replication.
Conventional approaches to replication and the related concurrency control issues are
well understood. Unfortunately, the conventional solutions are either unworkable in
the context of multilevel security or at best introduce covert channels [l]. If data
cannot be correctly repiicated without introducing security flaws, then the replicated
approach is not viable.

The encryption model ensures that if sensitive data is encrypted, a user who
accidentdy receives sensitive data cannot interpret the data- In this model, each

security level has its own encryption scheme and user's need proper security clearance
to decrypt the data, The Oisadvantage of this mode1 is that it is not foolproof because
the user c m mount a plaintext attack or substitutes the encrypted form of user's own
data [Il]. Introduces operational overhead and increases the key management
problem. The plaintext attack disadvantage c m be overcome by using different
encryption for each record and a different key for each field. The cryptographically
linking fields of a record can be accomplished by using a block chaining method

(CBC, CFB, etc.) [15]. This scheme is effective when the security of the data is
considered more valuable than the efficiency of the system and is generally used in
high secufity are* such as the rnilitary or a corporate organizations,

Chapter 3

Prototype Secure Software Architecture

The Secure Software Architecture (SSA) described here models a relational MDBS
architecture. A relational MDBS architecture integrates local relational databases into
one single vïrtual relational database by providing a global schema and a single
database manipulation language. The SSA is an improvement over the curent
existing MDBS architectures available in the Literature in many ways, as we will see
below.

SSA implements multilevel security and prevents the problem of cascade
vulnerability that exists in a large number of multilevel secure database environments
[23]. Recail, the cascade problem exists when a penetrator takes advantage of a

network connection to compromise information across a range of security levels [23].
There are not many secure MDBS architectures available that utilize the concept of
Multilevel-Security ( M U ) [ 151. The SSA is a prototype that incorporates multilevel
security using a new type of MLS mode1 in which security is provided at the attribute
level. Note that the attribute level means each element in the table is provided
secunty level at logical level' not at the physical level in the table.

Multilevel-security is achieved by developing different secure software components
that provides a logical link between the physical database tuple and the security level.
1

Logical level means there is a logical Iink between the data that are physicaily stored in the database and
the security IeveIs of the data physically stored in the data catalog.

This is desirable because it provides secure database access, solves the cascade
problem, and provides transparency both at the user and data level.

3.1 Prototype Secure Architecture Design for MDBS
Figure 3.1 illustrates the SSA system and highlights the additional secunty
components that distinguish this architecture from the multidatabase system
architecture. Data independence is supported since the mode1 is an extension of
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Figure 3.1 Secure Architecture Design For Multidatabase

Figure 3.1 iilustrates four security components integrated into the MDBS architecture.

These are the global security adrninistrator, local security adrninistrator, global data
catalog and local data catalog. The main functions of these security components are
discussed below. One group of security components handes the interaction with users
and another deals with data and security level storage and access.

The frrst group consists of the global and locd security administrators. The second
group consists of the local and global data catalogs. The foliowing sections explain
each component in detail.

3.1.1 Global Security Administrator (GSA)
The global security adrninistrator is responsible for providing global user
authentication, multilevel security mapping between the datakecurity levels, and
global data filtration based on user security level for a l l the global transactions. The
global secunty adrninistrator accesses the global data cataiog for the secunty level of
global users, the type of operations user cm perform (example: read, write and
execute) on the database, and the security policies. Once the user's identity is
confmed, the user is authorized to send queries and access the data whose secunty
level is equal to or less than the secunty level of the user. For example, if a user has a
security level Secret he can access data that has secunty levels Secret, Confidential
and Non-Confdential.

The global security administrator also performs multilevel securïty mappings between
the data and the secunty levels. The global secunty administrator receives the query
sent by the user. It checks if the query creates any table, inserts, or updates any data.
If it does then the global security adrninistrator inserts the correspondhg security

levels in the local data catalogs. The GSA then creates a logical mapping between the
security levels and the data in the local databases and stores the information in the

global data catalog.

The GSA also perfoms data filtration, when the MDBS layer and the local security
administrator return the results to the global security administrator after executing
user query. One result contains the data and other contains the security levels of the
data, M e r obtaining the results, the global security administrator gets the logical
mapping between the secunty level and the data from the global data catalog. After
retrieving the logical mapping, data filtration is performed based on the security
policies and the result is displayed to the user. Figure 3.2. illustrates the information
contained in the global data catalog in detail. Other functions of the global security
administrator include:
Checks for secunty policy violations;
Provides audit records for different security events and processes that take place in
the system;
Updates information in the global data catalog.

Figure 3.2 Global Security Adrninistrator Design

3.1.2 Global Data Catalog (GDC)
The GDC is defmed by integrating the local data catalogs at the participating site that
forms the MDBS. The design of the GDC is similar to designing the global

conceptual schema in the multidatabase system, which involves the integration of
either the locai conceptual schema or a local extemal schema 1321. The GDC uses the
locd data catalogs to create a global schema for the MDBS- It contains information
regarding user security levels, logical mapping of data and security levels, the
operations that can be performed on the data, and user security level table. It also
contains the security policies related to the use of network resources, database
connections, and database accesses. Thus, every time a user sends a query,
information in the GDC is updated-

3.1.3 Local Security Administrator (LSA)
The LSA provides local user authentication, local multilevel security mapping, and

Iocal data filtration for all local transactions in the locai database system. The LSA
also provides access to the local data catalog which stores the security levels of local
users and maintains the multilevel security information present in the local data
catalog. The local security administrator uses information fiorn the user secunty level
table present in the local data catalog for local data filtration. Other functions include:
Authorking the local DBMS for query processing;
Checking for local security policy violation;
Providing audit record for events and processes that take place in the local system;
+

Updating information related to the Iocal security level in the locai data catalog.

3.1.4 Local Data Catalog (LDC)
The local data catalog contains d l the information regarding the local users secunty
level, operations that c m be performed on the local data, and multilevel security
tables from the local database. It also contains the security policies related to the use
of local network resources. Local data catalog provides information to the global data
catalog regarding local users and security levels.

3.2. Query Processing in SSA
Query processing techniques in SSA are not significantly different from query
processing in any MDBS except at the query decomposition and execution stage. To
simplib the description of query processing in SSA, the queries are divided into two
types: Global User Queries (GUQ) and Local User Quenes (LUQ). Both query types
follow the three main query-processing steps, including decomposition, optimization,

and execution [32].

3.2.1. Global User Query
A Global User Query (GUQJ involves two main stages of processing: global query

processing and data filtration, as illustrated in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3.3 Global query processing
In the SSA system the secunty administrator at a site receives the query. First, a copy
of the query is made. The original query is submitted to the MDBS layer and the

second copy after some modification is submitted to the GSA. Thus we have two
queries: the original query to the MDBS is cailed Query-MDBS and the copied query
is Que-GSA.

Query-MDBS is split into subqueries based on data distributed across

multiple sites. The only information that is required is the data allocation information
that is stored in a global directory for the MDBS query. For the Query-GSA, the

GDC stores the data allocation and the secunty level mapping information. Each
subquery is then sent to the site where it is to be processed. The multidatabase layer at
each site further "fragments" the query for each DBMS that it controls. At this stage
the information within the global directory in the GDC is used. Each subquery is then
translated into the language of the respective DBMS [32].

The query submitted to the individual DBMSs is processed and the results obtained
from the local DBMSs are sent back to the global security adrninistrator. The GSA
stores the results in the cache. The Query-GSA is sent to a parser function. The
parser function parses the query and modifies it so that the query can retrieve the
security levels from the local data catalog. The modified query is then submitted to
the local secunty administrators distributed across different sites, w hich are
responsible for the query processing and retrieval of the required results. Once the
results are retrieved they are integrated and sent to the GSA cache.

Afier the GSA receives the two results, it sends the results to the data filtration
routine, which perfonns a Iogical mapping between the two results and retrieves the
securïty level of the user from the active user table. The results are then filtered based
on the user's security level. Only information that has the security Ievel equal to or
less than the security level of the user is displayed by the GSA to the user. The
rernaining results are hidden from the user. See Figure 3-3for details-

3.2.2 Local User Query
Local user queries also involve two stages: local query processing and local data
filtration as illustrated in Figure 3.4. In the local query processing stage, the local
administrator receives the query and makes a copy. One of the queries is sent

sec-

to the Local database layer for processing. The other query after some modification is

sent to the LSA at the local site for processing. The local query processing stage in
the local database includes decomposition, optimization, and execution [32]. The
decomposition step involves the simplification of a user query that is specified in
some relational calculus and its translation into an equivalent relational algebra tree
over the conceptual schema. As illustrated in the example below [32].
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The optimization step involves reordering of relational algebra operations as well as
determination of the best access paths to the data [32]. The resulting schedule is then
executed by the nui-time support system.

In the case of the LSA, before the query is passed on to the decomposition step, it is
modified so that it can get the security levels present in the LDC. This is done using
the parse fünction that helps in modieing the query. The query then goes through the
three steps involved in the query processing, which are decomposition, optimization

and execution. The results obtained fiom the query are stored in local cache of the
LSA. In the local data filtration stage, the local security administrator retrieves the
two results (data and security levels) fiom the local cache and performs a logical
mapping between the results.
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Figure 3.4 Local Query Processing

Then it filters the data based on the security level of the user obtained fiom the local
active user table. Only data with security levels equal to or less than the security level

of the user is displayed by the LSA. The rest of the data is hidden from the user.

3.3 Algorithrns and Pseudo code for the SSA
The foilowing is the list of data structures and functions necessary to present the

GUQ and LUQ algorithms.

3.3.1. Global User Query (GUQ):
Global-authentication (Glob u s e r ) :Global authentication function returns tme
if user is authentic otherwise it returns faise.

Nurnber-arguments (Global-Query): Checks for number of arguments submitted
by each giobal user.

Qcopy (S-Query,G-Query): Makes a copy of the original query submitted by the
global user. G-Query is the original query and S-Query stores the copy of the
original query.

MDBS-layer

(G-Query):

This function performs the multidatabase query

processing and returns the results obtained from the G-Query.

GDC-Iayer (S-Query): Global data catalog layer retrieves the secunty levels of
the data that is retumed by the G-Query.

GSA-Filter

(Resultset-Data,

Result-set-SecurityLevel):

Performs

data

filtration based on the security level of the global user obtained from the global user
active table.

Logieal-Mapping (Result-set-Data, Result-set-SecurityLevel): Provides logicai
mapping between the data and the secunty levels.

Da-ilter

(Result-set-Data,

Result-set-SecurityLevel): Filters the data based

on the secunty level provided by the GSA-filter.

Display-user-results (Data): Displays the results obtained from the GSA-filter to
the global user who has submitted the query.

The pseudocode shown in Figure 3.5 has four stages.

Stage 1: Verification of user authentication,
Stage 2: Global user query processing and the global data cataiog query processing.
Stage 3: Data and security levei mapping and data filtration.
Stage 4: Display result set to the global user.
GUQ: Suhmission of a new Global-query

(By Global-user)
Input: new global user query to be sriimnitted;

var
G-User: Global user;
Active-UserTable: Stores the active user list and their
security level;
S-Query: Temporary variable fot etoring a cosy of the
original query sent by the G-User;
G-Query: Global query subaritted by the G-User;
Output
Result-set-Data: Data reeults subdtted to the OSA;
Result-set-Securitylevsl: Data security level results
submitted to the GSA;

/*

*/

begin
STAGE 1
if (Global-authentication(G-user) == false) then
Return Login-Error;
else
begin
Active-User-Table(GActive_User_Tableo;User+l);

if Number-arguments (Global-Query >= 1) thea

/*

*/

begin
STAGE 2 part a
for each (Global-Query to GSA) do
begin
;
QCORY (s-Q-~ry,
G-Q-ry)
Call Function MDBS-Layer(G_Query);
begin
Return Result-set-Data;
if (Result-set-Data == true) then
S u i n n i t Result-set-Data to GSA;
else
Return Data-Error;
end

/* STAGE 2 part b */
Call Punction GDC-Layer(S-Query);

begin

Returm Result-set-SecurityLevel;
----15
if (Reeult-cet-SecurityLevel == true) then -16
Subarit Result-est-SecurityLevel to GSA; -17
else
18
Return Data-SL-Error;
---- 19
end

----

/* STAGE 3 */

for each G-Query to GSA do
----2 0
GSA~Filter(Result~set~Data,Res~1t~set~Sec~ityLevel)
--21
begia
Logical~Mapping(ResuLttset~Data,Result~set~Sec~ityLevel);
----22
Data~Filter(Result~set~Data,Resu1t~set~Sec~ityLevel);
-23
Return Metadata;
----24

/* STAGE 4 */
Dieplay~user~results(Metadata
Data)
end

----25

end
end
else
Return Wrong-Number-Of-Arguments;

end

Figure 3.5 Pseudocode for the Global User Query.
The Pseudocode for global user query consists of four stages. In stage one, the
function Global-authentication (line 1) verifies and authenticates the global user
identity and adds the global user into the Active-User-Table

(line 4). Lf the global

user authentication fails, the Login-Error (Line 2) is retumed.

Stage two contains two parts. In part a, the Nurnber-arguments

(line 5) function

checks for the number of arguments submitted by the global user. If the arguments
are more then one they are passed on to the global security adrninistrator or an Error

(line 26) is returned. The global security administrator, using the Qcopy (line 7 )
function, creates two copies of the user query. One copy of the query is sent to the
MDBS-hyer (line 8) function to retrieve the data and in the part b the second copy

of the query, after some modification, is sent to the GDC-hyer (line 14) function to

retrieve, the security levels of the data. After processing the quenes the result set are
stored in the cache of the global security administrator.

In stage three, the global secunty administrator processes the result sets obtained
frorn stage two. It passes the two result sets (data and security levels) to the
GSA-Filter (Line 21) function for processing. The GSA-Filter function retrieves the

logical mapping information from the global data catalog and calls the
LogicQZ-Mapping (line 22) function. The Lagical-Mapping function estabkhes a

logicai mapping between the two result sets and passes the information to the
Data-Filer (line 23) function. The Daîa-Filter function is responsible for retrieves

global user security level from the Active-User-Table (line 4) and performs the data
filtration process based on the security polices and global user security level. After
fdtration the metadata (result set) is retumed to the GSA. In stage four, the data is
retneved from the GSA with Display-user-results (line 25) function and the results

are displayed to the global user.

Let us consider the pseudo code's functions one by one in detail. The
Global-authenticution function from Figure 3.5 (line 1) accepts userid and password

as arguments. When a user enters these two arguments the global security
administrator starts a thread which verifies the information from the global data
catalog. The Global data catalog stores ali the information regarding the user security
levels, logical mapping between the data and the security levels, global data directory
information, security poiicies, and audit records. If the user is authentic the thread
retums nuIl values and starts up active user table thread or a login error is returned.
The user is prompted to reenter the userid and password. The authentication process
is described in detail in Figure 3.6.

The MDBS-hyer and the GDC-Layer function in Figure 3.5 (Line 8 and line 14)

processes the onginal query sent by the user to retrieve the data from the databases.
These functions perform the five important processes needed to process the query and
retrieve the data from the databases. These functions are query processing, transaction
management, scheduler, recovery management and runtime support processor [II].
The result sets obtahed from the process are stored in the cache and the connections
to the databases are closed. The GDC-kyer aiso performs the sarne processes as the
MDBS-kyer, but with respect to the shadow database. The shadow database stores
the security levels of the data. The resuits returned from the processes are stored in
the cache. These two processes are show in detail in Figure 3.7.

The GSA-Filter function in Figure 3.5 (line 21), retrieves the two result sets from the
cache and starts processing them. It retrieves the logical mapping between the two
result sets from the global data cataiog and maps the data with the security level.
M e r mapping is done it starts the data filtration process. In this process the global
user's security level and security policies are retrieved from the user secunty level
table in the global data catalog. After that data is fdtered based on the security level
of the user. Data that has security level equd or less than the security level is
retrieved fiom the result set and is passed on to the global security administrator is
displayed to the user with the Display-user-results function in Figure 3.5 (line 25).
See Figure 3.7 for details.

3.1.2 Local User Query
Local user queries have the same four stages as descnbed above. That is
authentication, query processing, data filtration, data mapping and displaying the
results to the local user. The only difference between the two is the components that
process the two queries (Le, L-Query and the S-Query), where the L-Query is the
local query and the S-Query is the copy of the L-Query. Instead of the multidatabase

layer and global security administrator, it is local DBMS and local securïty
adrninistrator (recall Figure 3 -4).

3.4 Comparison between SSA and other Security

Approaches Discussed
In Section 2.4, three types of architecture models are discussed: the kemelized
architecture (partitioning architecture), the replicated architecture, and the encryption
model. In this section these three architectures are compared with SSA. In case of the
kemelized architecture, each security level is partitioned into a separate database and

the user uses a separate DBMS for each security level to manage data at or below that
level.

In the SSA, there are only two partitions: the local database, which stores the data,
and the data catalog, which stores the security levels for the data. The SSA approach
solves some of the disadvantages that exist in the Kemelized architecture, including

redundancy and accuracy. Because there are only two partitions in the SSA, there is
less management and replication of data.

The kernelized architecture does not address the problem of high-level users, who

needs to access some low-level secure data that rnust be combined with high-level
secure data. The SSA solves this problem because high and low-level secure data are
not located in separate databases and they are provided to users based on their
security level (using data filtration).
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There is one noteworthy advantage to the kemelized architecture over the SSA. The
scheduler that is responsible for concurrency control is separate for each DBMSs so
the scheduler can be implemented with unû-usted code, that is, not part of the TCBCI].

The replicated architecture is similar to the kerneiized architecture. The difference
lies in storage of each security level data in separate containers. The problems
encountered by the replicated architecture are similar to the kernelized architecture

and are addressed as rnentioned above.

The encryption mode1 uses different encryption schemes for different security levels.
If a user accidentaily receives data, which has higher secunty Ievei, it wili be

unreadable. This mode1 is one of the most secure models and solves rnost of the
problems encountered in the previous two architectures. Two problems persist in
processing of data and users rnounting a plain text attack because the data is visible to
the user. In the SSA there are two reasons because of which users getting higher
security level data is reduced greatly. First, the data and the security levels are
logically, not physically, linked with each other. Second, because of data filtration
process the user c m get only data that has the security level equal to or less than the
security level of the user. But there exists a problem of data available in plain text in
the SSA. Encrypting the data can solve the problem of plain text data, but that is
beyond the scope of this thesis.

I
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Figure 3.9 Autonomy Dimensions
The other secunty approaches and problems that we have vied to solve using the SSA

are, the cascade problem, transparency, and multilevel-security rnodel. These are
discussed in Section 5.3.

3.5 Autonomy Requirements and Autonomy
Violations in SSA
Autonomy is an important factor by which a MDBS is characterized 121. Because the
SSA design exists on top of MDBS we have to consider the implications of autonomy

on the SSA and what autonomy violations are acceptable in order to provide a secure

MDBS. In other words autonomy provides us a means of understanding the degree of
transparency provided to the local database systems in the SSA.

Design

F i g u r e 3 - 1 0 Modification Dimension

There are rnany research papers that describe autonomy in multidatabase systern
[2,3]. But defining autonomy is subjective and system dependent. To provide a
description of autonomy that covers a l l the aspects of a systern is difficult but if we
consider it as a dimension in space it can be considerably simplified. In this thesis,
autonomy is composed of three major dimensions [2,3]: modification, execution, and

information exchange as illustrated in Fig 3.9. Modification dimension deals with the
modifications necessary for a local DBM to participate in a MDBS.

Execution dimension deds with which level has the control of execution of
transactions or operations on the local DBMS.

Finally, the information exchange dimension address the arnount of information that
must pass between the local and global levels to pennit a DBMS to join or leave the

MDBS and to ensure correct execution while it is functioning [2].

Considering the above dimensions we c m evahate the SSA. Let us consider Figure
3.10 for evaluating the modification dimension. In this figure the initial point

represents no autonomy violation. Each axis is of equal length and the maximum
violation is one. The fîrst axis considered is that of modification to the system [3].
The SSA requires additional software that is not part of the DBMS (local security
adrninistrator and local data catalog) so this violation is considered 0.25 mark on the
system axis. The second axis is the data modification a i s , where there are some
modifications made to data stored in the database. In SSA, no such modifications are
required. This axis is marked at O. The design modification axis addresses changes to
the underlying local schemas used at each DBMS [3]. SSA does not provide enough

data to mark this axis.

Next, we wiU. consider execution dimension, which deals with autonomy violations

related to the control of transactions and their operations on the multidatabase system.

The execution dimension axis is further divided into local and global transactions. In

SSA, it is necessary to coordinate the execution of local transactions (local database)
with the local data catalog (secunty level) transactions through interactions with the

MDBS. This autonomy violation is 0.5 mark on the local transactions. There is no
sufficient information to mark the global transaction axis.

The information exchange dimension deals with the amount of information trmc
that occurs between the local database layer and the multidatabase Iayer. This
dimension can be further divided into three areas: data idonnation, execution
information, and schema information. The SSA does not have sufficient information
to mark the execution information axis. In the data information axis the SSA is at

mark O since we assume that dl the data in the system is relationai. So there is no
change of data format from local to multidatabase layer. In the last case, scherna
information axis, there is some schema information exchange between the local
database, local data catalog and the global data catalog so mark at 0.5 in the schema
information.

The total autonomy violation of SSA is calculated by considering al1 the three
dimensions and the cnteria defined in the technical report by Barker [2,3]. The final
dimension of SSA are described below:
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Chapter 4
Implementation of the Secure Software
Architecture
This chapter describes the implementation of the Secure Software Architecture
(SSA). The provision of mechanisms to satisfy the U.S Department of Defense's
evaluation criteria for a secure system is the main goal in the implementation of the
SSA. The SSA was implemented on a relational database system for the purpose of
testing, verification, and prototyping. We have implemented the functions performed
by the local database system, local secunty adrninistrator, and local data cataiog as a

part of the SSA,

4.1 System Overview
Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the prototype of the SSA system. The SSA was
implemented using the local area network at ~IUabs'.The system consists of a
database server and a remote client, both running Windows 98. Connection between
these two PCs is established using T u b s web server. The database server contains
the tables and the software needed to run the SSA.

-

1

-

-

TRLabs is Canada's largest not-for-profit information and communications technologies research
consortium and are internationdly recognized as a leading mode1 for industry-university-govemment
collaboration.

4.1.1 The Database
To test the prototype SSA, there must be a database that is able to answer queries sent
to it over the network by a client. In the current system, these databases are rnodeled
by the LnstantDB system. InstantDB is a Java based Relationai Database Management
System (RDBMS).

InstantDB was chosen to mode1 the LDBS, local data catalog, and the shadow
databases because it has several desirable features:

I
User ID :
Passwd:
Department:
Status:

USER

-

1-

?

WWW-SERVER

LDBS

Database

Relational Database System
...

Figure 4.1 An Overview of the Secure Software Architecture System (SSA)

Ir is a relational dutabase. Relational databases are simple, easy to use and their
modeing abilities are suffkient for most business applications that are in widespread
use.
Remote queries. It c m act as a server in a client/server scenario. This is helpful

because LDBS and the shadow database c m be treated as two independent databases
and be accessed using two separate connections, which provide faster access and a
better data filtration process. It also maintains autonomy over the LDBS data and
database.
Multi-user capability. Up to 25 users can use the database engine concurrently,

which c m be further increased with a faster machine. It is also free for academic use.
Portabil@: By using standard SQL and Sun's JDBC API, InstantDB ensures that

the applications enjoy a high degree of portability.
InstantDB is accessed using the JDBC driver. The JDBC API provides universal

data access from the Java prograrnrning Ianguage. Using the JDBC API, we can
access virtually any data source, such as relational databases, spreadsheets, and fiat
files,

4.2 Implementation Language Used
The implementation of SSA consists of two parts: a front-end process and a back-end
process. The user interface and the security administrator perforrn the front-end
process. The back-end process is preformed by the local database system (InstantDB)

and the local data catalog. To develop and provide information transfer between the
front and back ends, ~ a v programming
a~
ianguage was used.

A single SQL statement can be very expressive and can initiate high-level actions,

such as sorting and merging data. Unfortunately, a user must connect to a database
before executing the SQL commands, and each database vendor has a different
interface, as well as difierent extensions of SQL.

For example ODBC is a C-based interface to SQL-based database engines, which
provides a consistent interface for accessing the metadata (information about the
database system vendor, how the data is stored, etc.). Individual vendors provide
specific drivers or "bridges" to their particular database management system.
Consequently, with ODBC and SQL, we can connect to a database and manipulate it
in a standard way. Though SQL is well suited for manipulating databases, it is
unsuitable as a generai application language and programmers use it primarily as a
rneans of comrnunicating with databases. Thus, another language is needed to feed

SQL staternents to a database and process results for visual display or report
generation.

Unfortunately, one cannot easily write a program that will run on multiple platforms
even though the database connectivity standardization issue has been largely
resolved. For example, a database client written in CH, would have to be totally

'
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rewritten for each platform; that is, the PC version database client would not run on a
Macintosh. A Java program can run on any Java-enabled platform. The Java laquage
is completely specified and, by definition, a Java-enabled platform must support a
known core set of libraries. One such library is JDBC, which can be thought of a s a
Java version of ODBC. Using Java in conjunction with JDBC provides a truly
portable solution to writing database applications.

4.3 Data Structures
The front-end process implements the user interface and security administrator. Backend process consists of local database, shadow database, and data fdtration process.
The front-end is described fust.

The user interface is used to enter data and other information to be processed. The
SSA-mBS class is the main class in the user interface. It is responsible for starting

up the user interface. It has fields for the Usend, Password, User Department, and

Login Status. It also contains methods that process the information that is provided by
the user. The SSA-WBS class contains two main methods: Action method and
Con tains rnethod. The following is a skeletal interface of the SSAJYDBS class.
S y n tax:

C l a s s summax-y:
p u b l i c class SSA-MDBS

Cons tructor summary :
p u b l i c SSA-iWBS(

Method summary:

)

extends JFrame

( )

public boolean Action (Event a c t i o n e v e n t , O b j e c t a r g s )
publ ic void windowCl osing (WindowAdapter () c l o s e )
publ ic bool ean Con tains ( S t r i n g u s e r i d , S t r i n g password)

The Action method Iooks after the actions performed by the user. For example,
when the user enters the USER ID, PASSWORD, DEPARTMENT NAME, and
presses the OK button, the ~ c toni method is invoked- The AC t i o n method gets
the information in the f o m of two parameters, Event and Object. Event can be the

D
user pressing subrnit, cancel, or clear button. Object is the combination of USER I
and PASSWORD.

The Action method invokes the C o n t a i n s method by passing the USERID and

PASSWORD. The C o n t a i n s method is used to veriQ the login authenticity of the
user. 1t is also responsible for starting up the Active User Table, which stores the

USER

I
D and security level. If the user is genuine, it will close

the user interface

screen, display the user validation, and start up the secunty administrator thread.
Otherwise, it refreshes the user interface screen, tells the user to re-enter the USERID
and PASSWORD, and records the event in the Audit Record.
2. Securiîy Administrator (SA)

The SA is implemented by the

dbengin class. This class is responsible for

displaying the SQL query user interface and comecting from the interface to the local
database and the shadow database. The shadow database contains al1 the security
levels of the data stored and is used for logical security level mapping- The following
is a skeleton class and its rnethods.

C l a s s summary:
public class dbengin extends Frame i m p l e m e n t s
ActionListener, WindowListener ( )

Constructor summary:
pub1 ic &engin (String ti tle, String propfil e)
Methods summary:
public boolean dbengin (String ti tle)
public connectToDB ( )
private void closeDB( )
private void closestatement ( )
private v o i d copyresultstomem( )
private void executeSQL ( )
public void actionPerfonned( ActionEvent event)
public void windowsClosing (WindowEvent el
public void dispose( )

Once the user authenticity is established, the dbengin class is started. The

dbengin class invokes the method &engin (String ti tle). This method
gives a title to the SQL graphical interface and display. It also initializes a i l events
and waits for an action event from the user.

The user enters the SQL query in the SQL query text field and presses the submit
button.

The submit button

triggers an

action

event and

invokes

the

a c t i o n P e r f o m e d (ActionEvent even t) method, which passes the event
parameter to the object function that starts up the ConnectToDB (

The main function of the ComectToDB (

)

)

method.

method is to start up two threads. One

thread is responsible for initializing, retrieving, and checking the location of the
database and the JDBC driver to connect to the database. The second thread is
responsible for initializing, retrieving, and checking the location of the shadow
59

database and the JDBC cirivers required to connect the shadow database. After the
information is retrieved and processed, connections are established to the local and
shadow databases. The data from these two databases are used to identify the security
level of the data-

Let us consider an example. When a user creates a table in the SSA, he sends the
foüowing query.
CREATE TABLE EMPLOYEE-INFO(Name varchar(30), ErnployeeZD int)

The secunty administrator makes a copy of the original query and sends the query to
the MDBS layer. Then the copy of the original query is modified such that it can
create a similar table in the shadow database. The momed query is as foilows,

CREATE TABLE EMPLOYEE-INFO(Narne-SL varchar(IO), EmpCoyeelD-SL v a r r c b ( I 0 ) )

This query creates a table with field Narne-SL and EmployeeIDJL in the local data
catalog.

When

users

send

queries

requesting

information

from

the

EMPLOYEE-INFO table the security adrninistrator again makes a copy of the
onghal query and sends the onginal query to retrieve data from the databases. Then
it modifies the copy of the original query to retrieve the secunty levels frorn the data

catalog. When users want to insert information into the tables. The original query
inserts the data into the table and the modified query inserts the security levels of the
user obtained from the active user table instead of data.

Insert into Employ eeJn fo value("JOHNr;64945676) (On'grgrnalquery)
Insert intu Employ ee-In fo value( "Top-Secret", "Top-Secret ") (Modified query)

Let us consider an example where user's with security levels Top-Secret sends a query
in the following format,

Select Name, EmployeeID From Ernployee-Info (Original quesr)
Select Name-SL, EmployeeID-SL From Employee-in fo (Mudzjfedquery)

There are two tables narned EmployeeJnfo within the system, one in the local
database and the other in the shadow database. Finaliy, the format of the tables are as
following.

Employee-IRfo in the Local Database:

t

85497405

TOM CRUSE

Employee-Info in the Shadow Database:

Top-Secret

1

Secret
Ciassifieci

Top-Secret

1

Secret

I

Classified

If user with Top-Secret sends the above select query, al1 data is visible. This means
a i l the rows will be returned for the above query.

In the next step, the dbengin invokes the ExecuteSQL (

)

method. This method

retrieves the SQL query that is presented in the text field of the graphical user
interface and passes the query to the local and shadow databases. The local and
shadow database processes are back-end processes that will be explained later in this
section.

The local and shadow databases process the SQL query and send the results to the
Copyresul t tomem (

)

method. This method receives the two results, analyzes

and copies the information to two different locations in memory and sends a signal to
the security administrator (SA). dbengin class closes the database, closes the two
connections and invokes the dispose (

)

method which refreshes the graphical

user interface for the user to enter a new SQL query. The results are displayed to the
user after data filtration process cornpletes.

3. Local Database System

The Local database system is responsible for storing and managing user databases.
When the executeSQL (

)

method from the &engin class passes the SQL query

to the Instant database system, the instant database system goes through different
stages which are described below using an example.

A Statement Method (a Java method in the SQL package) executes the static SQL

statement and obtains the results produced by it. This is done using the classes and
methods described below.

public class DrivexIrnpl implements java-sql.Driver {)
static {
try C
Class cls = C l a s s . forName ("DriverImplu)
;
java. sql .DriverManager,registerDriver ( (java- sql -Driver)cl
S.newIns tance () ) ;
} catch(Exception e) {
e .printStackTrace () ;

1
1
The D r i v e r I m p l class gets the required drïvers to cornmunicate with the InstantDB
system. When a driver class is loaded, it creates an instance of itself and registers
itself with the DriverManager. The static initiaiizer registers the driver in the

JDBC DriverManager. This means that a user can load and register a driver by
executing class .forName ( rJfoo.bah. D r i v e r ") . A driver converts the JDBC
SQL grammar into its system's native SQL grammar pnor to sending it to the
database using the method:
public String na tiveSQL (String s q l ) throws SQLException {1

The n a t i v e S Q L method retums the native forrn of the statement that the driver
would have sent:
public class ConnectionImpl impl ements
java,sql .Connection {)
T h e Connec t i onImpl class represents a session with a specific database. Within

the context of

a Connection, SQL statements are executed

using

the

execu tepuery method and results are retumed.
p u b l i c R e s u l t S e t executeQuery ( S t r i n g sql) t h r o w s SQLException {}

The execu tepuery method receives the SQL expression and executes the query.
Once the execution is performed it goes to the next stage of processing. To retrieve

the

result

set

from

the

database.

This

is

done

using

the

class

getM2xFieldSize () .
public i n t getMàxFieldSize() throws SQLException {}

The getmaxFieldSize method gets the data for any colurnn value (in bytes). The
ge tmaxFi e ldSi ze

method

gets

column values

like binary, varbinary,

longvarbinary, char, varchar, and longvarchar colurnns.

Once the query passes through the above stages, the results of the query are sent back
to the dbengin class for further processing.

4. Shadow Database System.
The main functionaiity of the shadow database is to store the security levels for the
data present in the local databases. Now let us consider how the query is parsed.
When the executeSQL (

)

method sends the SQL query to the shadow database

thread. The ldc class receives the query and identifies the type of SQL statement the
user has sent. For example, Data Manipulation Language (DML) which can query

and update the data, Data Definition (DDL) which defines the objects in a database,
Data Control Language (DCL) which controls access to the data. After identifying the

type of SQL staternent, the l d c

class invokes the parsequery(String

q u e r y ) method which takes the SQL statements and modifies it according to the

user security level and security policies. After modiQing the SQL statements the 1dc
class establishes a connection to the shadow database. It then submits the SQL query
to the shadow database for processing. The shadow database processes the SQL

query and sen&

the results if any, in the form of parameters to the

resul t tomem (resultset data) method where the results are processed and

copied to the memory location. The foilowing is the skeleton of the shadow database:
C l a s s summary:
p u b l i c c l a s s l d c e x t e n d s Thread (

)

C o n s t r u c t o r summary:
public l d c ( )
Method sunnnary:
p u b l i c v o i d run( )
p u b l i c v o i d p a r s e q u e r y ( S t r i n g query)
public getconnection ( S t r i n g path)
p r i v a t e s t a t i c void r e s u l t tomem ( r e s u l t s e t data)

5.Data Filtration

The main purpose of the data fdter is to read the query results from the cache and
fdter it with respect to the user security level that is present in the active user table.
Afier fdtering the data, it displays the results to the user. The detailed process is as
follows.

The f i l ter class is responsible for perfomiing the tasks described above. The

syntax of the fil t e r class is as following:
S
m tax:

C l a s s summary:
public class f i l t e r e x t e n d s Frame(
C o n s t r u c t o r sununary:
public fil t e r ( S t r i n g t i t l e )
Methods summary:
p u b l i c String S t r i n g T o k e n i z e r ( )
p u b l i c void Securi tyl ( )
p u b l i c v o i d Displayr (Metadata d a t a

)

)

The fil t e r class is invoked by the security administrator after the results from the
two databases (shadow and Iocai database) are stored in the memory by the

Copyresul t tomem (

)

rnethod. The fil t e r class reads the data from memory,

then it performs a one-to-one mapping between the data stored in the two memory
locations. Mter the rnapping is established using the StxingTokenizer (
method, it invokes the S e c u r i tyl (

)

)

method which reads the user security Ievel

from the active user table. After the security level of the user is retrieved the data
fittration process begins. The data fdter replaces the data in the memory with a

"NULL" wherever the security level of the user is less than the secunty of the data
(Le., if the user security level is 3 than the data with secunty level less than that is
replaced with "NULLf').After performing the filtration of the data, the fil t e r class
invokes the Displayr(Metadata data) method. This method reads the data fiom the
memory and displays the information to the user with the help of the Security
Administrator. The security administrator discards the "NULL" values at the filtration
stage- Thus, only information that has the secunty level equal to or less than the
security level of the user is displayed. Now let us consider examples of the user
interface and describe there functions used in the Secure Software Architecture.

4.4 User Interface (UI)
Users send queries using the UI and the results are displayed through the same
interface.

4.4.1 Login Editor

The Login Editor (see Figure 4.2) is a tool the database administrator (human guard)
uses to add or delete a user profde.

Figure 4.2 Login Editor

A user profle consists of loginid, password, department, and security level. To access
the SSA system the user must have an entry in the Login Editor. The maiin function of

the Login Editor is to process the user profile and store the information in the local

data catalog. This information is used by the secunty administrator to a-uthenticate a
user loginid and password. It is also used for creating an active user table. The Login
Editor consists of four text fields where the database administrator enters the loginid,
password, department, and security level of the user. After entering the information,
using the add button, the user profile is added. The CheckLogin buttwn is used to
check the loginid and password of a particular user.

4.4.2 Multidatabase System Login

Figure 4.3 Multidatabase Syltern Login

The Multidatabase System Login (MSL) user interface is used to enter the SSA
system for users. Let us consider an example that illustrates the detail process from a
user entering to the SSA system to when results are displayed to the user. In this
process there are two users: user one ("harsha") has a secunty level 1 and user two

I
:

Enter SQL Statemant:

Figure 4.4 SQL Query User Interface

("pat") has a security level 4. User one enters the loginid and password as shown in
Figure 4-3.

Figure 4.5 Information that is Recorded in the
Audit Record (Security L e a l 1)

Once the user enters the information in the MSL, the system administrator performs
user authentication using the information present in the local data cataiog. After the

login verification, the SSA system starts up the SQL query user interface.

4.4.3 SQL Query User Interface
The SQL query user interface is responsible for providing a text field where the user
enters the SQL query that is to be processed by the SSA system, as shown in Figure
4.4. The user with security level 1 enters a SQL query and presses "submit" button.

The SSA system starts processing the query and records the information in the audit
record, as shown in Figure 4.5. The next stage in processing is data filtration and
results. As illustrated in Figure 4.5 the SSA system retrieves al1 the information that is
stored in the local and shadow databases. It also retrieves user security level and the
query sent by the user to the system.
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Name
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Name
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Name
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Name

ID
43245

ID
62496

ID
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ID
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jim
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ID
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535667 engg-

Figure 4.6 Resultr Obtained by User with Security Level 1

4.4.4 Results of the Query
It is a user interface that displays the results obtained from the query sent by the user
to the system afier data filtration is perforrned.
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1
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ID
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692627 chcmistry

prince
Name
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ID
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ID
692
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math

Figure 4.7 Information Displayed to User with Security Level3

Figure 4.6 shows the results obtained by executing the query sent by user with
secunty level 1. Now lets us consider the information obtained by the user with
security level 3.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the information that is displayed to a user with security level-3
clearance.
Figure 4.8 displays the information that can be used by the database adrninistrator
(human guard) for audit purposes. The information in Figure 4.8 shows how the SSA
prototype processes the information.

Figure 4.8 Displays the information that wiIl be stored in the Audit Record.

4.5 Performance Cornparison
Generally speaking, database performance depends on a lot of factors, including
system configuration, security needs, database design and others. The smallest
variations in a system configuration can radicaily alter the results. The only way to
determine conclusively how applications will fair under any database is to nin
queries.

In our case we have considered the performance characteristics between the
instantDB s ystem before implementing SSA system and after implernenting SS A
system. To develop a performance chart, the access speed is used as the benchmark.
Tables with 20000, 40000, 60000, 80000 records were considered and we accessed
them using a simple user query. The average speed on 10 different iterations was
taken for each set of (i-e. 20000 - 10 iterations, 40000 - 10 iterations etc.) records.

Each table has five columns Name, Userid, Department, year_of_study, and gender,
with the associate's data type as follows: varchar(40), Userid int, Department

char(301, ye-of-study

int, and gender char(1). The query used for the test purpose

is:

SELECT

* FROM

TABLE-NAME

Figure 4.9 shows the time taken to access x number of records. Notice from the figure
that the access time taken by the SSA is higher than the access time of the LnstantDB.
There are two main reasons for this kind of behavior. First, the SSA accesses two
databases while the instantDB accesses only one. Second, after accessing the database

and data catalog the SSA has to perform data fdtration based on the user security
level. Other than these two reasons there are some minor overheads, like modification
of the query to retneve information from the data catalog and logical mapping of the
security level information in the data catalog. Recail, in Section 2.4.4 thai this thesis

stresses more on the importance of security in the MDBS than on the efficiency and
accessing speed of the databaseRate of access

20000

40000

60000

80000

M m ber of records

Figure 4.9 Cornparison between SSA and InstantIlB.
Here are some suggestions to improve the efficiency and the accessing speed of the
SSA system. Some of them are:

Find a new approach to perfom logicai mapping between the data in the database
and secunty levels in the data cataiog.
Using efficient database structures, such as HEAP and HASH instead of B-TREE.
Topology analysis during loading c m trigger bypass of unnecessary run-time action

cg1Using Optimizers, such as SQL-Optimizer is a software product that automatically
analyzes and optimizes SQL statements. SQL-optimizer monitors live databases and
identifies slow and bad (not optirnized) running SQL transactions (Select, Insert,
Update, Delete) interactively. When detected, the SQL-Optimizer recommends an
optimized reformulated SQL statement to replace the original statement received by
the database semer.

Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
In a multidatabase system securïty management is a major issue because it is very
difficult to have a security system that is transparent, secure, easy to manage, and
efficient. There is always a trade-off between security and the efficiency of the
database system.

This thesis introduces a Secure Software Architecture (SSA) design, wtrich is
developed based on the evaluation criteria of U.S Department of Defense for a secure
system [l l]. It d s o provides a new approach to solve the cascade problem using a
prototype multilevel security model. In this thesis a new design for multi-level secure
software architecture is proposed. An experimental prototype of the design is
developed and functionally tested. The preliminary performance results are presented
in Section 4.5.

The implementation of the prototype shows that it is useful to have security
components, which provides mechanisms to implement multilevel secunty and data
filtration. These mechanisms help in isolating users at different security levels and
authenticating them before sending the query to the database. This prevents an
untrusted user from disguising themselves as a user at another security level, Recall,
cascade problem from Section 2.3 where we described the problem and how it effects
the multi-level security system. Many efficient algonthms have been proposed in the
literature to deal with the cascade vulnerability detection. However, there is not much
research that de& with designing and implementation of secure software architecture
to solve the cascade problem. This thesis provided a new design and implementation

of security components that prevents users from changing the security levels of the
data or degrading the information.
Let us consider an example and see how cascade problem is avoided by the SSA, A
user rrJOtlN"with security level Top-Secret would like to share information with a
user 'iSAMUEL" with security level Non-Confidential. The information is stored in a

DMBS system where the multi-level security is provided by attaching the security
Ievel of the data to the data itself (physically attached), as shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1

-- School Table

1

Name

1

Security-Level

1

ID

1

Security-Level

1

John

1

Topsecret

1

6495527

Top-Secret

I

1

Mary

Secret

9697970

Secret

Funky

Confidential

8656969

Confidential

Samuel

Non-Confidential

5866969

Non-Cofidential

t

I
1

"JOHN" can degrade the information in the School Table. So "SAMUEL" can read
the information in that table when he performs a query. This is possible since

"JORN" knows the security level of the data that is to be changed. So "JOHN"
changes the security level of the data and tells "SAMUEL" to access it. In this case
there are no security components to prevent "JORN" from changing the security
levels. Because of this the security is compromised in the DMBS system since there
are no security components to prevent the security levels from being changed and the
security levels are also visible to the user. But in case of SSA, the security Ievels are
not attached to the data (Le., only logical link exists between the security level and the
data) and they are not attached to the data. So "JOHN" does not know what the
security levels of the data are, Hence, he cannot degrade the security level of the data.
Thus, the security components in the SSA prevent the users frorn changing or
degrading the secunty levels of the data. This approach can also be used where the

data is distributed across different databases. So the SSA provides a new approach to
solve the cascade problem by providing solution using a secure architecture design
rather than using efficient aigorithms to solve the cascade problem. The remainder of
this chapter focuses on the performance, general SSA approach, future research, and

conclusion.

5.1 Generai SSA Approach And Conclusion
The SSA system provides the required security based on the concept of multi-level
security and transparency. This is achieved by partitioning the data into two
databases. The first database (LDBS) contains the data (Le. elements in the table) and
the second database (LDC) consists of security levels (Le. security level in the table).
These two databases are logically linked to one another by the security components
descnbed in Section 3.1 and 3.2. When users send queries to the SSA system, security
components in the SSA establish a logical link between the databases and get the
security level of the user. Once the results from both the databases are retrïeved, the
security component filters the results based on the security level of the user. The
filtered data is then displayed to the user.

The key features of the SSA approach are (1) high level of security since it provides a
new approach to solve the cascade problern and ( 2 ) designed based on the U S
Department of Defense evaluation criteria for a secure system.

The SSA followed the three main categories defined by the U.S. Department of
Defense in Section 2.3 for development purposes. In case of securiîy policy SSA
follows both DAC and MAC policies. This is done with the help of the security
administrator, which provided user authentication and verifkation. Data catalogs
provided multi-level security and data filtration. AccountaDilify issues are taken care

of with the help of audit records and user identification (security administrator). The
assurance category is beyond the scope of this thesis since it deals with the
hardware/software/flll~lwarecomponents, but a effort was made to make sure that

there were no software conflicts between the SSA and the operating system.

Other features of the SSA approach are the transparency to the user, an acceptable
access time when considered in the context of the high level of security it provides,
and the architecture can be easily adapted on top of any distributed or multidatabase
systems.

There are certain limitations in that the SSA system is slow when we compare it with

other distributed systems, additional software has to installed at the local sites, the
data format plays an important role in the SSA system, and testing of the system has
to be performed more thoroughly.

5.2 Future Research
This thesis contributes a secure software architecture design in multidatabase
systems. The thesis has introduced a new type of security architecture for the MDBS,
targeted towards multilevel-security, transparency, and data partitioning concept.

The S S A system was compared with other security approaches (recall Section 2.6)Run-time performance analysis was perforrned with respect to the InstantDB system
before and after implementing the S S A design, improvements to the performance of
the S S A system are suggested.

This thesis assurned that the environment is homogeneous. That is, the multi-level

security and the databases are designed and operate identically. A more realistic

environment would have some form of heterogeneity. This is one of the future
research directions where considerable amount of work is requires- In this thesis, we
have implemented only the LDBS and analyzed its performance. The implementation
and analysis of the complete architecture and its performance are oîher areas where
future work c m be done. As part of future work, an investigation of the impact of the
system environment modifications and other system tuning suggestions mentioned in
Section 4.5 on the performance of the SSA system is necessary.
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